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Spine-chilling Warhammer Horror novel set in the Warhammer 40,000 Universe. The planet of
Theotokos is dying of thirst. For years, Arch-Deacon Ambrose has done everything in his
power to help the people. Charismatic, virtuous, pious, he is as beloved as the corrupt Cardinal
Lorenz, who hoards the water reserves beneath the Ecclesiarchal Palace, is feared. When
Lorenz dies, Ambrose’s moment has arrived. As good as his intentions are, he is also proud.
He will be the saviour Theotokos needs, and bring the relief of water to the suffering. But there
is something worse than drought to come. Lorenz’s death unleashes a terrible plague, soon to
be known as the Grey Tears. As Ambrose struggles to save Theotokos from the Grey Tears,
the unnatural nature of the plague becomes clearer and clearer, and he is driven to more and
more extreme measures. He fears malign forces lurk behind the Grey Tears. The truth is worse
than his most awful imaginings.
The Dark Angels Legion go to war, but their primarch's brutal actions threaten to tear apart the
fragile alliance of Imperium Secundus. With the Dark Angels spread across a hundred
systems, primarch Lion El’Jonson stands as Lord Protector of Ultramar – though his true
motives are known to few indeed, and old rivalries on his home world threaten to tear the Dark
Angels Legion in half. But when word comes of the Night Lords’ attack on Sotha, the Lion’s
brutal actions bring Imperium Secundus once again to the brink of civil war. Not even the most
fearsome warriors of the Dreadwing, nor any arcane secret of the Order, can guarantee victory
if he sets himself against his loyal brothers.
As mysterious murders threaten the new peace between Shadowhunters and Downworlders,
only Simon, the Daylighter vampire, can help bring both groups together.
In the shadow of the Great Rift, Primaris Marines fight alongside the Dark Angels against the
t'au, but as whole worlds burn, a terrible psychic curse is unleashed. Lieutenant Xedro Farren
is a Primaris Marine, stronger and more adept than even the Space Marines his brotherhood
has been sent to fight alongside. As he and his Primaris brethren support the Dark Angels in
fighting a trauma-scarred force of t’au seemingly hellbent on destroying their own allies, their
true quarry soon becomes clear: the shadowy instigator of a psychic curse that could plunge a
string of Imperial planets into madness. As worlds burn in the fires of battle, an unthinkable
pact is struck, and Lieutenant Farren begins to peel back layer after layer of deceit to discover
an appalling truth. Can he hope to emerge from this web of lies without losing his honour – or
come to that, his life?
More secrets of the Dark Angels are revealed as the Legacy of Caliban trilogy continues. The
Legacy of Caliban echoes down through the ages, and the secretive mission of the Dark
Angels Space Marines continues. Interrogator-Chaplain Asmodai sees treachery and deceit
everywhere he turns – while this serves him well in his hunt for the Fallen, it also strains the
Chapter’s relations with their Imperial allies. With their true quarry now seemingly within their
grasp, Brothers Annael and Telemenus find themselves at the forefront of a new operation that
could shake the Imperium itself to its very core.
This omnibus contains the next three books in the Space Wolf series by William King and Lee
Ligthner. The books included are Wolfguard, Sons of Fenris and Wolf's Honour as well as a
short story The Space Wolf Omnibus combines superb science-fiction drama with military
battles on an epic scale, featuring the legendary hero Ragnar Blackmane.

Four tales of different Space Marine Chapters battling the forces of Chaos across
the galaxy. From small scale clashes to total war, all are drawn into the
machinations of Kairos Fateweaver. But how does it all link together? The Space
Marines stand against the darkness, and yet on countless battlefields they play
unwitting roles in the schemes of Fateweaver. From the doomed world of Ilissus,
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through the embattled corridors of the Endeavour of Will, to the borders of the
Eye of Terror itself – friend and foe alike follow the great plan that he set in
motion many thousands of years ago. But not even the Architect of Fate himself
can foresee the destiny that lies in wait for him...
Upon steeds of adamantium and steel, the Ravenwing of the Dark Angels bring
death to the foes of the Imperium in the first book in a new trilogy from acclaimed
author Gav Thorpe. The Ravenwing stand apart from the rest of the Dark Angels
Chapter – these dynamic Space Marines take to the battlefield upon steeds of
adamantium and steel, and swoop from the skies in lightning-fast speeders to
bring death to the foes of the Imperium. Led by the heroic Master Sammael, they
prosecute war where their battle-brothers cannot, and are ever at the forefront of
the Dark Angels’ campaigns.
Formed in the aftermath of the Horus Heresy, the Flesh Tearers, veterans of the
Blood Angels Legion now cast adrift, gather behind their leader, Chapter Master
Amit, and set out to forge their own destiny. None of the scions of Sanguinius are
as bloody or wrathful as the Flesh Tearers. The fury of this Chapter, scorned by
the Blood Angels and many of their successors, is legendary. Within them, the
Black Rage is made manifest, a curse on the Imperium and its enemies. In the
uncertain years following the end of the Great Heresy, it fell to Amit to lead this
benighted Chapter. Upon his shoulders lay a heavy burden, for to prevent their
own self-annihilation, the Flesh Tearers must not only fight their many foes but
their very nature itself.
Book 1 of the brand new 9 part mega-series from Warhammer 40,000. A great
darkness has befallen the galaxy, and the armies of Chaos are rampant. To
survive, humanity must retaliate and take back what they have lost. By the will of
the reborn primarch, Roboute Guilliman, is the Indomitus Crusade launched – a
military undertaking that eclipses all others in known history. From the
Throneworld of Terra does the Avenging Son hurl his fleets, their mission the
very salvation of mankind. As vessels in their thousands burn through the cold
void, the attention of Fleetmistress VanLeskus turns to the Machorta Sound – a
region under attack by a dreaded Slaughter Host of the Dark Gods. The success
of the Indomitus Crusade will be determined by this conflict, and the desperate
mission of Battlegroup Saint Aster, led by Space Marine Lieutenant Messinius.
Even then it is but a prelude to the forthcoming bloodshed.
The sketchbook from the wild imaginae of Games Workshop's John Blanche The
steadfast Imperial Guard, millions-strong, the hammer of the Emperor. The
mighty Space Marines, finest warriors in the galaxy. The pious Sisters of Battle,
defenders of the Imperial Church. Together, they hold back the darkness,
protecting the Imperium from the alien, the witch and the traitor. Packed with
previously unseen illustrations as well as a host of classic images, this full-colour
artbook provides an unrivalled look at the fighting forces of the Imperium.
Delve in to the dark past of the Dark Angels legion with this fantastic novel.
Knight of the Angelicasta. Saviour of the Lion. Grand Master of the Order. Lord of
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the Dark Angels. Protector of Caliban. Chaos Heretic. Destroyer of Caliban.
Sorcerer of the Abyss. Arch-traitor. Dark Oracle. First of the Fallen. Can one man
be all of these things? Kept alive and imprisoned for ten thousand years, Luther
is the curse and the salvation of the Dark Angels made manifest. None are so
close to the heart and history of the Chapter as the man that embodies all that
was great about the First Legion and all that is shameful about the Dark Angels.
In his story is writ the tale of the Horus Heresy in a single, long life. Glory,
honour, pride, shame and betrayal weave a tapestry of truth and lies that the
Supreme Grand Masters of the Dark Angels have sought to understand and
unravel across ten bloody millennia. Luther claims repentance for his past deeds,
but was it his sins that condemned the Chapter to its secretive fate, or should
warnings from history have been more closely heeded?
Delve into the details of all things Shadowhunter with this illustrated guide to the
knowledge and lore of the Shadowhunter world. Since the thirteenth century, the
Shadowhunter’s Codex has been the one and only manual for Shadowhunters looking
to brush up on their demon languages, learn proper stele use, and discover just what
exactly a pyxis is. Featured in both The Mortal Instruments and The Infernal Devices,
this guide is a necessity for any young Nephilim on their journey to becoming a
Shadowhunter. Beautifully illustrated, the Codex contains images of the famous
Shadowhunter homeland of Idris, as well as depictions of demons and other
Downworlders. But this isn’t just any copy of The Shadowhunter’s Codex. It’s Clary’s
copy, and as an artist herself, she’s sketched pictures of her friends and family in the
book, and scrawled helpful advice in the margins. Of course, she couldn’t exactly stop
Jace or Simon from adding their thoughts either. Part encyclopedia, part history, part
training manual—complete with commentary from Shadowhunters who have seen it
all—this beautiful guide is a perfect supplement to the #1 New York Times bestselling
series.
Ezekiel, Grand Master of the Librarians, must lead the Dark Angels to victory against a
massive ork army. In the grim future of the 41st millennium, the Imperium is beset by
alien races that wish nothing more than to defeat, enslave or devour humankind. Most
numerous among these foes are the orks, inhuman brutes that cannot be
underestimated. When the Adeptus Mechanicus invokes an ancient pact with the Dark
Angels, Ezekiel, Grand Master of the Librarians, must lead the 5th Company to liberate
the planet of Honoria from a vast ork army. Even reinforced by the regiments of the
Astra Militarum, the Dark Angels face a tremendous challenge, and the Adeptus
Mechanicus appear to have their own reasons for becoming involved in this conflict…
Order has collapsed in Deepgate. The chained city is now in ruins, and the Deadsands
beyond are full of fleeing refugees. Meanwhile, the Spine militia is trying to halt the
exodus of panicking citizens through brutal force. Rachel and the young angel Dill are
dragged off to the Temple torture chambers . . . but strange things start to happen as a
foul red mist rises from the abyss beneath the city. For the god Ulcis's death has left the
gates to Hell unguarded, and certain forces in the fathomless darkness beneath
Deepgate have noticed an opportunity. Only the offspring of the dread goddess Ayen
understand this new danger. Already, Cospinol, god of brine and fog, is coming to save
his brother's temple -- and to hunt down Ulcis's murderers. His foul, fog-wreathed
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skyship has already reached Sandport, bringing along its own version of hell. By now,
Rachel just wants to keep her companion alive. Escaping their prison, and with
enemies closing in on all sides, she is forced to undertake a perilous journey across the
Deadsands towards the distant land of Pandemeria. But there the battlefield at Coreollis
is fated to witness a clash of powers -- a contest between men and gods and archons
and slaves, all forced into desperate alliances.
When Dark Angels Chaplain Boreas captures and interrogates one of the Fallen, the
past collides with the future with tragic consequences. The Dark Angels Space Marines
are amongst the most devout of the God-Emperor's servants. Their loyalty is seemingly
beyond question and their faith almost fanatical. Yet the Chapter harbours a dark and
horrific secret that stretches back over ten thousand years to the time of the Horus
Heresy. When Dark Angels Chaplain Boreas captures and interrogates one of the
Fallen, the past collides with the future with tragic consequences.
The gripping conclusion to the Legacy of Caliban series The Legacy of Caliban echoes
down through the ages, and the secretive mission of the Dark Angels continues: to
atone for the sins of their forefathers and capture all of the renegades and heretics
known as the Fallen. With the most famous of these Fallen Dark Angels – the elusive
Cypher – now firmly in their grasp after his unexpected surrender, the Dark Angels are
given fresh hope that they can redeem themselves in the eyes of the Emperor. But
what game is Cypher playing? What plans does he have? And can the Dark Angels
ever really atone, or will they always remain the Unforgiven?
Book 14 in the much loved series, "The Horus Heresy: Primarchs" Legends abound of
the glorious – or infamous – deeds of the Emperor's sons. Yet almost nothing is known
of Alpharius, the most mysterious of them all, for the Lord of the Alpha Legion is
unparalleled in the art of obfuscation. Such are his gifts of secrecy and deceit that even
his rediscovery has remained an enigma – until now. But when the tale comes from the
serpent’s mouth, where does the deception end and the truth begin?
A new anthology of short stories delving into the secret history of the Horus Heresy. After the
betrayal at Isstvan, Horus begins his campaign against the Emperor, a galaxy-wide war that
can lead only to Terra. But the road to the final confrontation between father and son is a long
one – seven years filled with secrecy and silence, plans and foundations being formed across
distant stars. An unknown history is about to be unveiled as light is shed on the darkest years
of the Horus Heresy, and revelations will surface that will shake the Imperium to its very
foundation...
Fantasirollespil.
Dark AngelsThe Sons of the LionDark AngelsThe First Legion, the Unforgiven, the Sons of the
LionCodex Dark AngelsDark AngelsThe Sons of the LionChampions of FenrisThe Brethren of
the Great WolfRavenwingGames Workshop
Book 2 in the Warhammer 40,000 Mega-series, "Dawn of Fire". As the Indomitus Crusade
begins, great fleets warships leave Terra on a desperate mission to stabilise Imperium Sanctus
in the wake of the Great Rift. The returned primarch, Roboute Guilliman, leads a huge force
towards the shrine world of Gathalamor, whose stable warp routes will allow the flotilla to
spread across the beleaguered southern half of the Imperium. But grave tidings reach the
Imperial Regent’s ears. Warnings from an ancient race and eerie silence from the army tasked
with holding the crucial world until his arrival, lead Guilliman to send a vital mission to
Gathalamor; at its head, Shield-Captain Achallor of the Adeptus Custodes. Achallor discovers
a world on the brink, a beaten Imperial force and sinister agents of Abaddon the Despoiler who
have unearthed an ancient evil, a weapon that when harnessed not only threatens the
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primarch, but perhaps the holy Throne of Terra itself…
Science fiction-roman.
The latest novel in the Space Marine Battles series In the Pandorax System, on the death
world of Pythos, an ancient secret that has laid buried for millennia has been unearthed....
Ignorant of this terror, troopers of the Catachan 183rd, stranded on Pythos and under the
command of Colonel ‘Death’ Strike, find themselves under attack by the forces of Chaos.
Daemons in their thousands flock the sky, and none other than Warmaster Abaddon leads the
attack. With the Death Guard and Black Legion arrayed against them, the Catachans appear to
be doomed, until salvation arrives in the form of the entire Dark Angels Chapter, led by Master
Azrael and a host of heroes. But what is the so-called ‘Damnation Cache’? What secrets does
it harbour and why has it also attracted the attention of the daemon-hunting Grey Knights?

The Salamanders attempt a daring rescue mission deep in Dark Eldar territory in order
to reveal more secrets held within the Tome of Fire. When Chaplain Elysius of the
Salamanders is taken captive by Dark Eldar, he faces a fight for survival at the hands of
these cruel aliens. The Firedrakes of 1st Company attempt a daring rescue mission, but
much more is at stake than the Chaplain’s life. He holds the key to secrets buried
beneath Mount Deathfire, secrets that could reveal the damnation – or salvation – of
their home world.
Book six in the New York Times bestselling series The planet of Caliban exists much as
it has for thousands of years – the knightly orders protect the common people, fighting
back the beasts that lurk in the depths of the seemingly endless forests. Young Zahariel
and Nemiel aspire to join the greatest of the orders, led by the example of mighty Lion
El’Jonson and his vision of a peaceful and unified world. But the coming of the
Imperium brings new concerns and a new destiny for the Lion as part of the Great
Crusade, and the sons of Caliban must decide if they will follow him to glory among the
stars.
Delve into the dark, beating heart of the Blood Angels with a novel that focuses on their
twin flaws and the desperate struggle to prevent them from damning the Chapter for
eternity. The galaxy is in flames. Chaos is in the ascendant across the stars. The Great
Rift has split the holdings of the Imperium in twain, isolating entire sectors from the light
of Holy Terra. But all hope is not lost. The Primarch Roboute Guilliman has returned
from deathless sleep, and appointed Commander Dante, lord of the Blood Angels, as
Regent and Warden of the newly dubbed Imperium Nihilus. In the Baal system, the
shattered holding of the Chapter is being rebuilt, and Dante plans the greatest
campaign of his long life, to retake half an empire. And yet at this moment of rebirth
there are dangers close to home that could overwhelm all those who carry the blood of
Sanguinius in their veins, stopping Dante's noble endeavour before it is begun. The
Flaw in Sanguinius’s sons is growing. As the twin curses of the Red Thirst and the
Black Rage threaten everything, the hardest ordeal will fall upon Mephiston, twice-born
Lord of Death and Chief Librarian of the Blood Angels. Among the mighty lords of Baal,
perhaps only he can save them all, by mastering the darkness in the blood…
The Dark Angels' eternal hunt for the Fallen embroils them in a dangerous conspiracy
to change the past and destroy the future, bringing the entire Imperium under the
dominion of Chaos. Master strategists, renowned duelists and one of the mightiest
Space Marine Chapters of the Imperium, the Dark Angels have a long and storied
history. Many of the Adeptus Astartes extol the ideals of courage and honour, yet, the
sons of the Lion walk a different path. Ensconcing themselves in shadow and secrets,
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they seek no praise as they pursue their inscrutable agenda. The descendants of the
First Legion bring grim fury to the enemies of mankind. On the world of Piscina IV the
Dark Angels’ war host brings swift retribution to a horde of greenskins that threatens to
destroy Kadillus harbour. On the indomitable mobile fortress monastery known as the
Rock, Chaplain Boreas brings tortuous iron and his scalpel like intellect to a suspected
traitor. Of all the secrets that the Dark Angels possess, the Fallen are the greatest, but
few know as much as Supreme Grand Master Azrael, true exemplar of the Calibanite
creed and the most worthy son of the Lion. In this omnibus are the novels: The Purging
of Kadillus, Angels of Darkness and Azrael.
A supplement to the Warhammer 40,000 game. Describes in detail the Imperial guard
army, its background and its heroes. Includes an army list, background, a hobby
section and special characters.
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